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What we’ll cover today

①What do parents want?

①The Parent’s ENROLMENT MINDSET:
² What makes a parent say “yes”? + practical marketing 

applications (enrolment system)
² What makes a parent say “more”? + practical marketing 

applications (retention system)

②Where to read more about it?



• Which is why you must understand the foundations of buying 
psychology to succeed in your attraction and retention efforts.

Understand their decision making 
process

Don’t	guess!	Use	
proven	and	

researched	facts!



1. What do parents want?

Every	new	person	that	walks	into	your	studio	and	signs-up	for	classes	as	
an	adult	or	for	their	children	will	look	for	the	same	things	and	will	be	
motivated	by	the	same	buying	decision	process,	with	variations	minor	
enough	that	we	can	find	a	general	ground	rule	that	suits	everyone.

This	is	because	when	we	sell	a	class	(of	any	style,	type,	length,	quality,	
etc.),	we	sell	to	an	emotional	being that	is	lead	by	his	or	her	brain.	Our	
brains	might	show	variations	from	an	individual	to	another,	but	are	the	
same	at	their	core.	



Ease
Education
Enjoyment
(Exercise)

The layers of decision

Safety & TrustYour Studio
Values



2. The Parent’s Enrolment Mindset

For each of the FIVE applications of buyer mindset we 
will see today, we’ll ask these three questions:

1. What makes a parent say “yes”?

2. What makes a parent say “more”?

3. How to apply this to your marketing and retention 
processes?



1. Right positioning is the key: “I like what I 
see.”

2. Mirror neurons: “I’ll have what they have.”
3. Power of brand attachment: “I love my 

studio.”
4. Subliminal messages: “I don’t know why 

but everything here talks to me and feels
right.”

5. Sell to the senses: “I like what I see, hear, 
smell and experience.”

Five concepts overview



1. Right positioning is the key: “I like what I 
see.”

• Positioning is the action of showing your studio:
² In the right section of your market (i.e. top studio in your area)
² To the right section of the population (i.e. parents aged 25-55)
² In the right places of your city/town (i.e. schools, children playgrounds, etc.)

This goes back to the basic marketing concept taught in Studio 
Expansion:

² Right message 
² Right client 
² Right frequency
² Right advertising location



1. Right positioning is the key: “I like what I 
see.”

• If you are strategic about where, how and to whom you advertise your studio to, your 
success will be guaranteed. 

• At this stage, it’s only a numbers game:
“When I advertise my studio to X number of people in that X amount of frequency and 
on average, X amount of students enroll each year/quarter.”

• The only decision people will have to make is: 
“Is this studio right for me (or my child)…?”

Ø Is it easy to enrol, find information, access? (etc.)
Ø Will I (my child) learn something of quality?
Ø Will it be fun and enjoyable? 

² Do I want to associate with these people?



1. Right positioning is the key: “I like what I 
see.”

• The underlying lesson here is that you take the GUESSING out of 
the equation.

• Play according to the natural social behaviors and you can 
then work out a strict formula to gather the student numbers 
you desire.

• Then you repeat that formula 
until your studio is full!



2. Mirror neurons: “I’ll have what they have.”

Although	you	might	find	the	fun	in	the	concept	of	“keeping	up	with	the	Joneses”,	there	have	now	been	
numerous	studies	on	socio-economical	behavior	proving	that	– put	simply	- our	brains	our	wired	to	
want	and	desire	what	others	have,	that	is	even	more	reinforced	if	they	look	happy	(true	or	fake),	or	
talk	positively	about	their	purchase,	decision	or	service	received.

Use	positive	peer	pressure	to	market	your	services!



Practical ways to use positive peer pressure in your marketing and 
retention efforts:

² Unapologetic use of testimonials in everything you do (video, text, 
photo)
² For attracting new students: use in ads, on website’s landing page, public FB 

pages, FB reviews, Google reviews, YouTube channel
² For retention, display in regular studio’s newsletter, private FB page, frame and 

display at the studio, 

2. Mirror neurons: “I’ll have what they have.”



² Use Chantelle’s clipboard re-enrolment strategy at the end of a term.
² If you have selection and/or reward systems (i.e. for competitions, 

achievements, etc.) make sure to make a big deal about it.
² Encourage parents and students to refer friends (WOM marketing is 

probably the most powerful tool to find instantly loyal clients).
² Embrace the benefits your students achieve through taking classes 

with you: confidence, fitness, joy of music in one’s life, true friendships, 
life long lessons on resilience, courage and perseverance, etc. 

² Wear your values on cool t-shirts that kids will wear out in their city.

2. Mirror neurons: “I’ll have what they have.”



3. Power of brand attachment: “I love my 
studio.”

Experiencing	attachment	to	a	brand	is	activating	the	same	neurons	 that	light	up	for	
religious	people	when	having	a	spiritual	experience.

People	attached	to	brands	live it	unconsciously as	a	spiritual	experience.

Your	want	your	studio	members	to	feel	that	way	about	your	studio.



What will make parents and students feel attached to your brand?
²Any combination of : prestige, cool, wow, unique, family-like factor.
² Positive peer pressure.
² Reinforced and recurring positive experiences at your studio.
² Powerful onboarding procedures.
² Brand displaying clear values in alignment with ideal student’s values.
² Connection with teachers and other students.
² Use of 5 languages of love throughout your marketing, onboarding 

process and delivery of services.

3. Power of brand attachment: “I love my 
studio.”



4. Subliminal messages: “I don’t know why 
but everything here talks to me and feels
right.” 

“By subliminal, I mean things that occur in our world 
that are below the threshold of consciousness but do 
have a psychological effect on us.”

- Leonard Mlodinow (American physicist)



What sort of things should you seek to achieve by using 
subliminal messaging?
²Achieve a goal (or fix a problem) that you weren’t able to fix otherwise.
² Express your values more powerfully.
²Attract the right students for you.
² Retain your current students.
² Improve your customer experience.
² Improve your teacher’s experience.
² Leave your mark, even if you are not physically present.

4. Subliminal messages: “I don’t know why 
but everything here talks to me and feels
right.” 



How to use subliminal messaging?
² Careful selection of photographs that reflect the right energy and values as well as matches 

your students’ (desired or real) look and feel.
² Paper (and digital backgrounds) printed with your message in a very clear color and easy to 

read font in the background of your letters, newsletters (if paper), website’s background, etc.
² Careful choice of words in your marketing. 
i.e. feel the difference between “Enrol here”, “Enrol now” and “Enrol right now”
² Careful choice of words communicated from teachers to parents and students. (train 

teachers/staff on what they should be saying, make lists and templates for them to use until 
they have memorised them comfortably).

² Background music choice on your answering machine and when people walk into your studio.
² The power is subliminal messaging is in the REPETITION and CONSISTENCY of message.

4. Subliminal messages: “I don’t know why 
but everything here talks to me and feels
right.” 



² The studio experience is often very well cared for in terms of visual, 
auditory and kinesthetic connection.

² But it is important for dance studios to remember to include a careful 
choice of photographs and music on your marketing materials.

² The same is true for music students who will need to connect 
physically with their voice and instrument and become aware of it to 
succeed. 

² While the auditory and visual aspects are more obvious, it is important 
to assess what is being done at your studio and share a complete 
experience to all.

5. Sell to the senses: “I like what I see, hear, 
smell and experience.” 



² People buy emotionally.
² People will rationalise anything so it becomes 

the truth if the desire is big enough.
² Desire is created from the physical experience 

of feeling, which is why it is so important to create 
a sensory rich environment in your studio.

à What will you do to improve the sensory 
experience in your attraction and retention 
strategies?

5. Sell to the senses: “I like what I see, hear, 
smell and experience.” 



The principles in a nutshell

Ease
Education
Enjoyment
(Exercise)

Safety & TrustYour Studio
Values



1. Right positioning is the key: “I like 
what I see.”

2. Mirror neurons: “I’ll have what they 
have.”

3. Power of brand attachment: “I love
my studio.”

4. Subliminal messages: “I don’t 
know why but everything here talks 
to me and feels right.”

5. Sell to the senses: “I like what I 
see, hear, smell and experience.”

The principles in a nutshell

When	you’ll	combine	these	5	concepts	into	your	attraction	and	retention	
efforts,	you	will	start	enjoying	incredible	consistency	and	stability	across	all	
areas	of	your	studio.



3. Where to read more about it? 

• “Buy-ology” How everything we believe about buying 
is wrong by Martin Lindstrom

• “Think and grow rich” 

by Napoleon Hill

• “Priceless” The myth of fair value 

(and how to take advantage of it) 

by William Poundstone


